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Introduction

This paper, originally presented at the seminar “Brazil: the country in the future — 2022”, is a specific contribution to the proposed modelling of a Brazilian forecast in the next seventeen years, so that the modelling may be thought upon and may be enriched with the environmental agenda issues, whose impacts are, in our point of view, crucial to and determinative of our future. In our analysis, the prospective project must take into account the political, economic and social consequences of the transformation of the globe and of Brazilian biomes, which will fatally modify the vectors of a simple geopolitical analysis.

What would be the most relevant environmental issues to Brazil be? Rigorously speaking, every human being (so that we won’t generalize and say every “living being”) is inexorably related to the environment, altering it somehow. Demonstrating coevolutive interactions between the human being and the environment would be an interesting approach to delineate the fault lines in a future scenario, but it would part us from the objective of this paper. The most relevant environmental issues to Brazil have been chosen according to the point of view and experience of the authors and analyzed personalities, and to their impacts on nature. For the next 20-30 years, some of the relevant issues, not in a priority order, are:

Population growth and the demand for goods and services

The increase of the world population pressures the environmental services that are gratuitously supplied by nature — for example, a greater emission of CO₂ has impacts on the atmosphere. Food supply for the extraordinary population contingent of the 21st century no longer presents a Malthusian limitation, since food production is greater than the world’s caloric needs, though the access to food is unequal. On the other hand, the international demand for agricultural products affects Brazilian biodiversity due to the increase in pristine area fragmentation. The environmental impacts derived from the national production of soya, meat, iron, aluminum etc. act in synergy with social or population pressures of the current globalized market.
Impacts of Global Climate Change (GCC) on the biomes

Loosely speaking, we may accept that tropical regions are richer in ecosystems and species due to their climatic characteristics. Biodiversity is not homogeneously distributed throughout the planet. It is concentrated in some tropical regions.

The elaboration of greenhouse gas (GHG) emission scenarios, through modelling, indicates an increase in temperature in the Southeast and Center-West regions between 0.4°C and 1.1°C in 2025; and this figure may reach 5°C in 2080. Also, an increase in precipitation between 10% and 15% during the 21st century is expected. The present diversity and distribution of the *Characidium lauroi* species group show a strict relationship with the cold mountain waters of the Southeast region. Changes in water temperature inhibit the presence of this species and have already led to its disappearance in other areas.

A temperature increase has also been forecasted for the Amazon region. However, the conclusions about precipitation variations are still uncertain. Short-cycle species or those with a better photosynthetic performance have been favored in certain parts of the interior of the Amazon, to the detriment of long-cycle species, due to the increased presence of CO₂ in the atmosphere.

Loss and fragmentation of habitats due to deforestation

This is the first global factor of biodiversity destruction. The Atlantic Forest used to occupy an area of 1.3 million square kilometers. Nowadays, however, it is fragmented as only 5% of its original extension is left. The same predatory cycle is being repeated in the Amazon. Deforestation has direct effects on the reduction of the habitats of plant and animal species (the elimination of the vertebrates that disperse seeds compromises germination) and indirect ones as well, such as: 1. the production of great quantities of organic waste, fuel material that, combined with garbage and dead biomass (from fragmentation), makes the region even more susceptible to fires; 2. the edge effect that causes the fall of adult trees, which, in turn, stifle young trees causing their mortality and the increase in the number of lianas, of parasite species, and of species adapted to poor soil (Tabarelli et al., 2004).

Introduction of exotic species and diseases – invasive plants

The invasion of exotic species is the second largest world threat to biodiversity. Since 1600, invasive exotic species have contributed to 39% of all animal extinction. More than 120 thousand exotic species of plants, animals and microorganisms have already invaded the United States, the United Kingdom, Australia, India, South Africa and Brazil (Ziller, 2000). Not all of the exotic species become pests or diseases. However, the golden mussel
(Limnoperma fortunei), the African land snail (Achatina fulica), the Aedes aegypti (yellow fever mosquito) and the Rattus rattus (black rat) are the best examples of exotic species that have become an environmental problem in Brazil.

**Excessive exploitation of plant and animal species**

The over-exploitation of natural resources has become a threat to several species. The most common examples are: lion monkey, Brazilwood, Jucara palm or heart-of-palm (Euterpe edulis) — for palm heart consumption —, rosewood (Aniba rosaeodora Ducke) — for the essential oil used in perfumery —, manjuba and Brazilian sardine. According to the Ecological Footprint analysis, which measures human use of the natural resources, in 2000, global population used all the biological productivity capacity of the planet. In 2001, humanity exceeded the biological productivity capacity in 20%. This over-exploitation of the natural capital of the planet will only be possible for a limited period of time. How long?

**Deforestation in the Brazilian Amazon**

The deforestation alters the water and energy cycles, leads to an increase in air temperature and a decrease in precipitations, which may reduce the quantity of water vapor transported to other regions. The fragmentation of forested areas reduces the number of habitats available to biological species.

**Degradation of fresh water resources in both quantity and quality**

Superficial waters near urban centers are generally polluted due to point sources of domestic and industrial effluents or due to diffuse pollution deriving from farming activities. Water shortage in some regions may become critical due to the increase in water consumption for industrial and irrigation activities.

**Degradation of sea water resources along the Brazilian coast**

Many studies indicate the degradation of water resources along the Brazilian coast. The information concerning the coastal regions of the state of São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro is more detailed. The data indicate that leisure activities in many areas are compromised during a great part of the year or even during the whole year. Pollution usually comes from urban and industrial effluents. However, one should also consider port activities and oil spills.

**Relationship between poverty and urban environmental degradation**

The increase in the birthrate of low-income populations and the movement of part of the rural area population into the cities lead to the “slumization” of large urban areas. Lacking the adequate educational and cultural conditions for urban life, they become agents of environmental
degradation. Thus, poverty becomes, simultaneously, cause and consequence of this pernicious cycle.

**Direct and indirect impacts on energy production and transportation (hydroelectric, thermoelectric and nuclear power plants)**

The direct environmental impacts of hydroelectric plants are well-known. Nevertheless, the indirect impacts are often much stronger, especially in the Amazon region, where enterprises, such as Tucuruvi hydroelectric plant, accelerate the deforestation process in their surroundings.

**Direct and indirect impacts on the production and transportation of petroleum and its derivatives**

The most critical environmental impacts derive from oil spills that take place during its transportation. The classical examples are Guanabara Bay and São Sebastião (SP) oil spill incidents.

**Anthropogenic pressure on the remains of the Atlantic Forest**

Five percent of what is left from the Atlantic Forest is under constant threat from the activities in its surroundings. Its destiny will highly depend on the management capacity of environmental control organs.

**Impacts of human activities on the Pantanal**

The Pantanal rivers have been suffering direct environmental impacts with the increase of cattle-raising, mining and agricultural activities in the plateau region. These activities silt up the rivers and affect the quality of the waters. There is also a constant threat from the increased barge navigation. A recent project planned the construction of canals in several regions, which would intersect natural meanders.

**Destiny of urban and industrial solid debris**

The volume of solid debris (waste and sewage mud) has been increasing in Brazil. There are already serious problems regarding the construction of landfills in metropolitan areas. The solution to this problem is a challenge to be faced in the next decades. In many countries (the United States of America, England, Germany, France and Austria), incineration has been used as a solution.

**Shortage and management of water resources in the Brazilian Semi-Arid**

This has been a secular problem. Intensive agriculture may be developed all year long in the semi-arid Northeast due to the temperature and to the abundance of solar power. The limiting factor is water supply; the problem is where to get it. There are techniques of water transportation as well as of its adequate use. The shortage is an economical problem, since
Tocantins and Amazon River Basins represent the largest liquid fresh water reserve in the planet, with an average outflow of 220,000 m³ discharged in the ocean per second.

The São Francisco River water transposition project may be the first step. However, one should remember that there are large areas near this source that also need irrigation. In these studies, it is important that the management of water resources be taken into account as well as the risks of increasing the salinization of the waters in the region. This may happen if there are no adequate outlets for the drainage of the highly salinized waters.

**Loss of soil fertility and erosion**

The agricultural activities developed without the observance of the adequate techniques for the kind of soil and the declivity of the land may result in the loss of fertility and the silting up of rivers. An example of this is the expansion of coffee cultivation in the states of São Paulo and Paraná. The experiments of rubber tree intensive planting in the Amazon, which have been hindered by a fungus, and, more recently, the economic and environmental disasters of the Jari Project, in Pará, must also be mentioned.

**Inadequate use of agrochemicals**

The use of agrochemicals in quantities above the necessary ones is a constant problem. There is a world tendency of decreasing their use, at the same time that there is an increase of organic products, which are free of chemicals, in the market.

**Loss of gallery forests**

This is a problem that affects the entire national territory. Gallery forests are an important agent of environmental protection of the associated fauna and flora. It also provides direct protection to water resources from the diffuse pollution in hydrographical basins.

**Introduction of Genetically Modified Organisms (GMO) and biosecurity**

In 2002, around 6 million agriculturists have cultivated 60 million hectares of transgenic products in 16 countries. In Brazil, transgenic plants are grown without due attention to the Principle of Precaution, as indicated by the Convention on Biological Diversity. That’s the case of illegal RoundUp soya plantations in the state of Rio Grande do Sul.

**Impacts of GCC on Brazilian ecosystems**

Due to the nature and extension of this document, only two issues relating the deforestation to Global Climate Change (GCC) and to the loss of biodiversity in Amazonia will be approached.
**General remarks**

The concentration of greenhouse gases in the Earth’s atmosphere has been increasing for the last 150 years, especially in the last five decades (IPCC, 2001). Considering the most relevant climate forcings, the increases were: \( \text{CO}_2 \) — 31 \( \pm \) 4%; \( \text{CH}_4 \) — 150 \( \pm \) 25%; \( \text{N}_2\text{O} \) — 17 \( \pm \) 5%. Tropospheric \( \text{O}_3 \) increased 35 \( \pm \) 1% from the year 1750 to the year 2000, depending on the analyzed region; and it decreased in the stratosphere in the period from 1970 to 2000, varying according to the altitude and latitude. Atmospheric concentrations of HFC, PFC and \( \text{SF}_6 \) have registered a global increase in the last 50 years (ibidem).

Global forecasts for the 21\(^{st}\) century indicate a temperature increase of 1.4°C to 5.8°C. Simulations of global models with different scenarios agree on the increase of the average of water vapor concentrations in the atmosphere as well as on an increase in precipitations in the 21\(^{st}\) century. A 9cm to 88cm sea level rise in the period from 1990 to 2100 is also expected.

**Some climate tendencies in Piracicaba region, SP**

A study based on data from Esalq/USP meteorological station searched for the variations of precipitation and of the monthly average minimum, mean and maximum temperatures from 1989 to 2003 and from 1917 to 1988 (Villa Nova et al., 2004). It shows that:

Mean temperature: data in Figure 1 show an average increase of 0.78°C. This is in agreement with what has been observed in other regions in the world, which indicate an increase of 0.6°C for the 20th century.
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Mean temperature: difference among the monthly averages from 1989 to 2003 and from 1917 to 1988.
Maximum temperature: data in Figure 2 indicate that the variations observed are very little, and that there’s a tendency towards positive values.
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**Figure 2**
Maximum temperature: difference among the monthly averages from 1989 to 2003 and from 1917 to 1988.

Minimum temperature: data in Figure 3 indicate an increase in the minimum temperatures, following the same course predicted by the greenhouse effect, which decreases the energy sent into outer space through infrared radiation.
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**Figure 3**
Minimum temperature: difference among the monthly averages from 1989 to 2003 and from 1917 to 1988.

Precipitation: Data in Figure 4 indicate an increase in precipitations, especially during summer and spring months. The annual total was 144.00 mm, i. e., an increase of 11.4%.
Scenarios of possible impacts of GCC on water balance

For the 21st century, IPCC-2001 forecasts an increase of 4°C to 4.5°C in the average air temperature in Brazilian South, Southeast and Center-West regions and a possible increase of 10% to 15% in autumn precipitations. There is also an indication of possibility of droughts in the summer.

Based on this information, a study considered five scenarios with an increase of 15% in annual precipitations equally distributed throughout a year and with a temperature increase of 1°C, 2°C, 3°C, 4°C and 6°C. The values 2°C, 4°C and 6°C correspond approximately to the ones forecasted for the following decades: 2020, 2050 and 2080. The data used as basis in these studies are the averages of the period from 1961 to 1990. Based on these scenarios, a water balance using Thornthwaite-Mather model has been developed, with an available water capacity of 100 mm for several cities, such as: Arco Verde, Bagé, Brasília, Cuiabá, Curitiba, Londrina, Manaus, Piracicaba, São Joaquim and Uberaba (Salati, 2004).

The water balances for Piracicaba are represented in Figure 5. The “excess” represents deep percolation or surface flooding water in the specified month (mm/month) and “deficit %” indicates the percentage of lack of water in plant demand for PET (Potential Evapotranspiration) or (DEF/PET) x 100. Deficit is the difference between PET and the plant’s need of AET (Actual Evapotranspiration).

The study has indicated a reduction in water resources availability that may have negative consequences to agricultural production and river flow, affecting natural biomes (Table 1). The harshest impacts are expected in the regions of Piracicaba, Cuiabá and Campo Grande. In these regions, a 2°C rise over the average from 1961-1990 could reduce the excess of water resources (surface flooding or deep percolation water) in approximately 50%. The water
balance is less sensitive to temperature rise in other regions; especially in the states of Rio Grande do Sul, Santa Catarina and Paraná. It is, however, quite sensitive in the semi-arid region of the Brazilian Northeast, where one may see a harsh decrease in water excess. This $2^\circ$C rise in the average temperature could happen in the 2020s.

Table 1 – Variations in water resources quantity percentage for surface flooding and aquifer recharge (values refer to the relation excess/precipitation x 100)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>T + 0</th>
<th>T + 2</th>
<th>T + 4</th>
<th>T + 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manaus</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belém</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuiabá</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brasilia</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campo Grande</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uberaba</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piracicaba</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curitiba</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>São Joaquim</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bagé</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Londrina</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Consequences of the deforestation in the Amazon

The Amazon region, especially the Brazilian Amazon, is currently under pressure from two climatic forcings: a regional one, derived from the deforestation; and another one caused by GCC. Evidences show that both contribute to regional/global temperature rise. The deforestation contributes to the decrease in local precipitation. Data from global climate models are still inconsistent in respect of rainfall variations in the 21st century.

The dimension of deforestation in the Brazilian Amazon

Until 35 years ago, this biome was covered with different native forest formations. Nowadays, the dynamics of the Amazon colonization go through an expansion that cannot be compared to any other in its history. Tax incentives, the main propeller of deforestation up to the 1980’s, have been replaced by market forces, which, in turn, have substituted the government as an inducer of regional developments. Private businesses became lucrative on its own (such as the extractions of hardwood, mining, cattle-raising, and above all, soya agribusiness). This shift from the public to the private is the main vector behind the expansion of the current agricultural frontier in the Amazon region (Magulis, 2003; Alencar et al., 2004).

In the initial years of the 1990’s, deforestation rates remained at a mean level: 17,000 km²/year (Prodes-Inpe). As from this date, the government has been announcing tendencies of increase in this level at every annual deforestation inventory. In 2001-2002, the deforestation rate was 23,260 km² — highly above the 15,000 km² expected for the previous year. In 2002-2003, this rate reached 23,750 km². And in 2003-2004, the deforested area reached 26,130 km², at that time, the largest deforestation ever. This surge is associated with the increase of soya plantation areas in the state of Mato Grosso, which confirms the role of the agribusiness as a great power of regional transformation. Data from Prodes allow us to calculate that, until 2003, the accumulated deforestation throughout the region of the Legal Amazon added up to 652,908 km² — an area as large as the state of Minas Gerais. Additionally, there’s an “invisible” deforestation that concerns the hardwood tree removal and small forest fires. This fact leads some authors to believe deforestation corresponds to much more than official figures.

Climatological aspects/ water and energy fluxes

Many papers preliminarily quantify water flow in the Amazon Basin (Villa Nova et al., 1976; Molion, 1975; Salati et al., 1979; Salati et al., 1978; Salati & Nobre, 1991; Dall’Olio et al., 1979; Marques et al., 1979; Salati & Vose, 1984; Salati & Marques, 1984). The data considered in these studies are those of 1970, when the deforestation in the region was insignificant and the effects of GCC were not considered yet. Figure 6 represents the flows of the different components of the water cycle.
Summarizing, primary vapors come from the Atlantic Ocean and penetrate in the region through trade winds that blow from the East Quadrant and vary according to the time of the year and the movement of the Intertropical Convergence Zone. The rain derived from the condensation of water vapor partly (approximately 60%) returns to the atmosphere through evapotranspiration of forest systems and another part flows off along the Amazon River trough. There is a high recirculation of water vapor in the region due to its vegetation cover and geomorphology. Precipitation water is a mixture of primary vapor from the ocean and vapor produced by evapotranspiration of forest systems and by the direct evaporation of surfaces that are free of water.

Roughly speaking, 50% of the precipitation in the region would derive from this water vapor recirculation. Additionally, vapor from evapotranspiration is of the same order of magnitude as the vapor that comes from the ocean. Estimates based on the study of $0^{18}$ of the water vapor that enters the region (Figure 6) and the waters of the Amazon River (Salati et al., 1979) show that great part ($0.44 F_i$ where $F_i$ is the water flux coming from the ocean) of the vapor that comes through trade winds eventually leaves the basin. This flux corresponds to approximately $3 \times 5 \times 10^{12} \text{ m}^3 \text{ per year}$. Part of it goes to the Center-South region of the South-American continent.
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Figure 6 – Amazon Basin. Water balance — fluxes in m$^3$/year

Quantification of fluxes has been developed in recent projects. Among them, the studies on the “South American Low-Level Jets” gain prominence. They demonstrate the importance of the water balance in several regions (Herdies et al., 2001). Silva Dias and Marengo (1999) explored the dynamic processes that define precipitation levels and their variability in Brazil.

Due to the strong interaction between the atmosphere and the forest systems in the Amazon, it becomes clear that the deforestation will eventually alter the water balance components, decrease the production of water vapor...
from evapotranspiration and increase, in a first phase, the river flows, once there will also be an increase of surface flooding in deforested areas. This implies a reduction of the available water resources in the soil-plant system of the region, which would reduce the residence times of water molecules in the considered ecosystems and decrease the offer of water vapor in other regions.

Radiation balance studies in the region of Manaus concluded that the average solar radiation rate in the region is around 425 cal/cm² a day. Fifty percent of the radiation balance were used in the production process of water vapor through forests’ evapotranspiration and evaporation of surfaces free of water (latent heat); and 50% were used in air warming (sensible heat). Due to the deforestation, the quantity of energy used for air warming should increase.

There are evidences that these modifications are already happening together with the enhancement of the deforestation. Costa et al. (2003) found, in a 176-thousand-km²-sub-basin of the Tocantins River, an increased flux derived from deforestation. There were no sensible changes in the totals of precipitation. This implies a reduction of evapotranspiration, which alters the local and regional water cycles. The registered values indicate a 25% flux increase from 1980 to 1990, compared to the values of 1950-1960. This variation was registered in rainy periods as well as in dry periods. There was a 20% rise in deforestation in the region from 1960 to 1995.

Fires can also alter the water balance through Cloud Condensation Nuclei (CCNs), which have biological origin and come from biogenic gases that undergo gas-to-particle conversion (Artaxo, 2005). These microscopic aerosol particles have the ability of condensing water on the surface. Thus, coupled with water vapor, they contribute to the formation of cloud droplets (Silva Dias et al., 2004; Andreae et al., 2004). The difference in the concentration of CCNs between the wet and the dry seasons (from about 200 to 20,000 p.p cm⁻³), derived from fires in large areas of the Amazon, alters the microphysical properties of the clouds, which change their development conditions and, later, the derivative pluviometric precipitations (Artaxo et al., 2003; Andreae et al., 2004).

Intensive experiments designed to study soil-plant-atmosphere interactions from the microclimatic perspective in forests and pasturelands in the Amazon region (Abraços, 1990-4) concluded that a reduction of 6% to 20% in regional precipitation may occur in a scenario of substitution of pasturelands for forests. Comparative studies on air temperature of pasturelands and native forests show a decrease of 2.4°C in deforested areas.

The Large Scale Biosphere – Atmosphere Experiment in Amazonia (LBA) has been bringing a high number of detailed and integrated data for the last decade, which allows the creation of a regional scenario of mechanisms that maintain the ecological balance. Thus, we expect to develop further knowledge about the dynamic processes that involve soil-plant-atmosphere interactions.
The Amazon in the Global Climate Change (GCC) context

GCC consequences for the Amazon ecosystems, predicted by Global Climate Models (GCMs), vary according to the type of GCMs used and to each different scenario of greenhouse gas emissions. Temperature variations for the years 2020, 2050 and 2080 range from +1°C in scenario B2 (2020) to +8°C in 2080 — scenario A2 (Marengo, 2005).

Figure 7 shows the projections of temperature anomalies for September, October and November, relative to the base-period 1961-1990 for South America. The forecasts were made by HadCM3 for the time slices in 2020, 2050 and 2080 for both B2 and A2 emission scenarios.

Other models, such as CCCMA (Canada), CSIRO (Australia), GFDL (United States) and CCRS-NIES (Japan), also predict a temperature increase. However, their values are not as high as those predicted by HadCM3 (Marengo, 2005).

In reference to pluviometric precipitations, the models show a high degree of uncertainty as to increases or decreases (IPCC, 2001; Marengo, 2005).

Figure 7 – Temperature anomaly projections (°C) for SON, relative to the period of 1961-1990, for South America. Forecasts from HadCM3 model. The time slices in 2020, 2050 and 2080 of the scenarios are A2 and B2 (Marengo, 2005).
Having in mind that the increase in near-surface temperature enhances air capacity of retaining a greater quantity of water vapor, one may expect a more dynamic water cycle, with possible increases in number and intensity of extreme events, such as harsh storms. At the moment, the uncertainties regarding the trend of precipitation changes make it difficult to predict the impacts of Global Climate Change on the Amazon ecosystems.

As regards temperature variations, the tendencies derived from GCC go in the same direction as those derived from deforestation. A 0.56°C temperature rise observed in the 20th century indicates a serious alteration in the climate of the region (Victoria et al., 1998). It is necessary to define whether this rise derived from deforestation or from GCC.

The temperature rise on its own causes many impacts such as changes in the water balance and a consequent higher probability of forest fires (Alencar et al., 2004).

Summarizing, studies and observations in the Amazon indicate a temperature increase for the next decades due to deforestation and GCC.

Also, precipitations are likely to decrease due to deforestation. However, the effects of GCC are not clear (Figure 8). For the Southeast and Center-West regions, there are forecasts of a temperature increase.

An increase in precipitations of approximately 10% to 15% is also expected during the autumn and a decrease during the summer.

Figure 8 – Possible climate variations for Brazil. Observed (red) and estimated (black) variations of precipitation and temperature tendencies in Brazil.

Impacts on biodiversity

The second important issue for the future of Brazil regards the loss of biodiversity, which is nature’s fundamental property. It is responsible for the balance and stability of the ecosystems and is source of an endless potential
for economic uses. Its different levels are not very well known or measured. Considering only the diversity of living beings, estimates range from 10 million to 100 million species. Scientists have described 1.7 million of these species so far. Therefore, there’s a huge challenge to be faced by researchers that intend to map global biodiversity. Most of what is left to be discovered is located in the American tropics; half of which is in Brazilian territory. The Amazon represents one of the most instigative scientific challenges for the global biodiversity inventory.

The quantification of Brazilian biodiversity is imprecise. The numbers of species, separated in large groups, vary according to the authors and, therefore, they should be cautiously read. A first evaluation of the fauna species in biological collections registered around 200,000 species (at an interval of 180 to 225 thousand). Most of them were organized in large taxa whose classification in known species is still very incomplete. National fauna diversity would represent around 17% of the world’s biota, considering estimates that there are 2 million animal species in Brazil, with the exception of insects (Dias, 2001; Lewinsohn & Prado, 2000). According to data from Conservation International, there are about 55 thousand plant species in the country (22% of the world’s total), 524 mammal species (131 endemic ones), 571 amphibious species (294 endemic ones), 1,622 bird species (191 endemic ones) and 468 reptile species (172 endemic ones), besides three thousand fresh water fish species and around 10 to 15 million insect species.

Table 2 – Evaluation of Brazilian biodiversity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kingdom</th>
<th>Number of species - scientific collection - Brazil</th>
<th>Number of estimated species - Brazil</th>
<th>Number of estimated species - planet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Viruses</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>55,000</td>
<td>400,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacterium</td>
<td>1,400</td>
<td>136,000</td>
<td>1,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amphibious</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>4,220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protozoa</td>
<td>3,200</td>
<td>27,000</td>
<td>200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fungi</td>
<td>13,000</td>
<td>205,000</td>
<td>1,500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algae</td>
<td>4,900</td>
<td>55,000</td>
<td>400,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plants</td>
<td>47,000</td>
<td>52,000</td>
<td>320,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthropoda</td>
<td>116,000</td>
<td>1,214,999</td>
<td>8,900,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other invertebrates</td>
<td>9,700</td>
<td>116,000</td>
<td>850,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertebrates</td>
<td>6,200</td>
<td>8,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Lewinshon & Prado (2000).*
Current state of knowledge on the Amazon biodiversity

Although it is one of the most studied Brazilian biomes in the last decades, as to their ecological functioning, the different levels of the Amazon biodiversity are little known. According to estimates, 70% of the Amazon species do not have scientific names and, considering the current momentum of inventory works, this situation will last for a long time.

According to a study developed by Goeldi Museum, flora wealth comprises approximately 30,000 species, about 10% of the plants in the planet and around two-thirds of the flora from all other Brazilian biomes. In the diverse Amazon ecosystems, there are about 5,000 species of trees of more than 15 cm diameters; and the diversity of trees in terra-firme forests range from 40 to 300 different species per hectare.

Scientific collections state that 7,500 butterfly species are known around the world; 1,800 of them are in the Amazon. As to ants, who contribute with almost one-third of the animal biomass in the trees’ crowns of the Amazon, there are estimates of more than 3,000 species. With regard to bees, there are more than 30,000 described species in the world, 2,500 to 3,000 of which are in the Amazon. It is estimated that the fish fauna is superior to 1,300 species. In Rio Negro (Black River) alone 450 species have been registered. A total of 163 registers of amphibious species was found in the Brazilian Amazon. This figure corresponds to approximately 4% of the supposed 4,000 species in the world and 27% of the 600 species that supposedly exist in Brazil. The total number of reptile species in the world is estimated at 6,000 — around 240 species have been identified in the Brazilian Amazon, many of which are restricted to the Amazon or to part of it. The birds constitute one of the most studied groups of vertebrates, with the number of species in the world estimated at 9,700. In the Amazon, there are more than 1,000 species — 283 of them either have restricted distribution or are very rare. The total of mammals in the world is 4,650. In the Amazon, 311 species have already been registered. Even though it is the most notorious group of mammals in the Amazon, many species of primates have been discovered in the last years, including the black-crowned dwarf marmoset and the white-faced marmoset (Callithrix saterei).

Endangered species in Brazil

From the total of 633 taxa indicated on the List of Brazilian Fauna Threatened with Extinction (Biodiversitas, 2005), 624 are classified under one of the three following categories: critically endangered; endangered; and vulnerable. The vertebrates add up to 67% of the total of indicated species and approximately 13% of the Brazilian species of mammals are among them. The Atlantic Forest biome is the one that presents the greatest number of endangered or extinct species: 383 taxa; followed by
Cerrado (112), Marine (92), Campos Sulinos (60, Amazon – 58), Caatinga (43), and Pantanal (30). This means that, together, the Atlantic Forest and the Cerrado account for more than 78% of the species on the list, i.e., 495 taxa.

**Amazon deforestation and loss of biodiversity**

The loss of biodiversity is one of the fundamental environmental issues to Brazil throughout the 21st century. However, there are no reliable calculations that assess the magnitude of this extinction. There is little doubt that the extinction is increasing and that a significant loss of tropical biodiversity will take place in the following decades, considering the current increase of the Amazon and Indonesia’s deforestation.

More species are currently being extinct than new ones are appearing. The current extinction rate is of one every 100 or 1,000 years, whereas in the fossil records the average species life expectancy used to be of 10 million years. We acknowledge that 724 species have become extinct since the year 1600. We also know that, around the Earth, 60 birds and mammals became extinct from 1900 to 1950. Knowing the exact extinction rate is very important to establish a biodiversity conservation policy.

Quantifying the extinction rate of species in the Amazon, in absolute terms or in relation to the deforested area, is a hard task. How many endemic species are there? In what areas are they? How many endemic species are there per forest hectare? These figures are necessary for the calculation of the extinction rate in relation to the deforestation. There is an evaluation of the number of individuals affected by the deforestation per square kilometers (Table 3). Considering the very high endemism (in the plants they go up to 90%), it is inferred that the loss of species is significant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Individuals/km²</th>
<th>Individuals affected by deforestation 2003-2004 (26,130 km²)</th>
<th>Original source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trees ≥ 10 cm DBH</td>
<td>45-55 thousand</td>
<td>1,175,850,000</td>
<td>Ter Steege, 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birds</td>
<td>1,658 – Fr.Guiana</td>
<td>43,000,000</td>
<td>Thiollay, 1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,910 – Peru</td>
<td>50,000,000</td>
<td>Terborgh et al., 1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primates</td>
<td>35-81</td>
<td>914,550 to 2,116,530</td>
<td>Peres &amp; Dolman, 2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Studies on the extinction rate of birds, both resident and migratory, in forest fragments of the Amazon show that the time to extinction is correlated with the fragment area. In order to decrease the extinction rate by a factor of 10 in a specific fragment, it is necessary to increase its area by a factor of 1,000, that is, forest fragments with an area of 100 hectares lose half of their species in ≤ 15 years, a very short time for the implementation of serious conservation measures (Ferraz et al., 2003).

Table 4 shows the author’s evaluation of the extinction rate in the Amazon, based on three previous evaluations of the percentage of species that became extinct in the decade of 2000 in global tropical forests. We assume that: the area of the Amazon Basin is of 6.5 million km², the area of the planet originally covered with tropical forests was 15.5 million km²; and the numbers of species present in the diverse tropical forests are comparable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>% Global loss in the decade</th>
<th>World biodiversity 10 million species</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.2%-0.3% of the extinction rate, considering a deforestation increase of 1% a year. (Wilson, 1989, 1993.)</td>
<td>2-3%</td>
<td>GLOBAL 20,000-30,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LEGAL AMAZON 8,000-12,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2%-13% of extinction from 1990-2015, through the species-area curve, considering a deforestation increase of 1% a year. (Reid, 1992.)</td>
<td>0.8-5.2%</td>
<td>GLOBAL 8,000-52,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LEGAL AMAZON 3,360-21,840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extinction of half of the species in the area that will be deforested until 2015. (Raven, 1998.)</td>
<td>8.3%</td>
<td>GLOBAL 83,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LEGAL AMAZON 34,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The percentage of loss has been obtained by each of the authors through the following equation $S=KA^2$, in relation to the species-area curve. The extinction rate for the Amazon was calculated using a coefficient of 0.42 (Area of the Amazon Basin - km²/Total Area of Tropical Forest - km²) multiplied by the world number of species.
Note

1 The original paper including the water balance calculations in 12 Brazilian cities and four different global climate change scenarios and graph representations was developed as a request of the Center for Strategic Management and Studies (CGEE – Centro de Gestão e Estudos Estratégicos) in May 2004.
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**ABSTRACT** — This paper indicates the environmental issues that must necessarily be approached, in Brazil, in a near future (2022). A study on some aspects of the effects of deforestation and Global Climate Change has been developed. A temperature rise around 0.78% was observed from 1917 to 2003 in the region of Piracicaba. For the Amazon region a rise of 0.56% was observed in the 20th Century. The existing information indicates that not only deforestation but also Global Climate Changes act upon temperature rise. Deforestation has direct influence on precipitation decrease. The consequences of Global Climate Change are still unknown; some models indicate a precipitation rise and others a decrease. Deforestation also causes great biodiversity loss, estimated between 8,000 to 34,000 species, considering a deforestation increase of 1% a year.
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